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Uncertainty is prevalent in data analysis, no matter
2
M
90
what the size of the data, the application domain, or the
NULL
50 min
3
type of analysis. Common sources of uncertainty include
4
F
40 min
missing values, sensor errors and noise, bias, outliers,
5
F
1
Other
70 min
6
mismatched data, and many more. If ignored, data uncertainty can result in hard to trace errors in analytical results,
Figure 1: Example input with missing values
which in turn can have severe real world implications like
unfounded scientific discoveries, financial damages, or even effects on people’s physical well-being (e.g., medical
decisions based on incorrect data).

Example 1 Consider the example dataset survey in Figure 1, which illustrates responses to a survey of commuters, with one row per response. Several NULL values indicate omitted responses. Commute (duration) is a
free-text response and follows multiple response formats. Several of these (in red) lack units, can not be parsed,
and are consequently replaced with NULL. A data scientist explores this data with the query:
SELECT Zip , AVG ( Commute ) FROM survey WHERE Gender = 'F ' GROUP BY Zip

SQL’s NULL value semantics would silently exclude rows 2, 3 and 5 when computing results.
Dropping records that contain missing data is one commonly used approach to managing uncertainty in data
science, but by no means the only one. For example, when missing values from one attribute are correlated with
other attributes, it may be better to impute missing values instead of removing them. Classical data management
systems are designed around the assumption that such data uncertainty issues have already been addressed
before data is ingested into the system. While this assumption makes data easier to work with, it is often violated
in practice, because (i) users may not be in a position to identify all sources of uncertainty or (ii) insufficient
information or resources may be available to repair the dataset with 100% certainty. Hence, classical analytics requires users to make a “best-guess” and live with it, as in the silent approximations of Example 1.
Techniques for managing incomplete data (e.g., [20, 37, 51, 57, 103]) exist, but are generally too heavy-weight for
real-world usage, and/or may hide relevant information from users. For example, certain answers [2, 57], which
are the most widely applied query semantics for incomplete databases exclude from query results all data that is
not 100% certain.
Example 2 Evaluating the query from Example 1 under certain answer semantics returns an empty result, because the average commute time for all three zip codes from the input are uncertain: for both zip codes 10003
and 14260 the Commute attribute value of one row (respectively rows 2 and 5) is uncertain and for zip code 10007
the inclusion of row 3 into the group is uncertain since the gender for survey response 3 may or may not be 'F'.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of approaches for uncertain data management based on (i) what queries they
support (positive relational algebra RA+ , full relational algebra RA, or full relational algebra plus aggregation
RAagg ); (ii) the data complexity of querying; (iii) whether they identify certain answers (⊆, indicates only a
subset is identified); (iv) whether they return all possible answers (⊇ indicates that a superset is returned); (v)
whether they filter or prioritize the typically large number of possible answers for easier human interpretation;
and (iv) whether they interoperate with standard representations of incomplete/prob. data. Determining certain
answers is computationally hard [2, 56, 57], even for quite limited incomplete data models. While efficient underapproximations for certain answers [72, 94] address the performance issue, the problem of excluded possible
results is further exacerbated by the under-approximation. In contrast, probabilistic databases [32, 100] provide
users with a complete description of uncertainty, but this comes at an even higher cost (#P data complexity).
PTIME approximations, e.g., [41], reduce the cost paid per query result tuple, but still need to enumerate all
possible answers, resulting in severe scalability issues [39]. Presenting all possible answers to a user may be
overwhelming, but in contrast to incomplete databases, probabilistic databases can rank answers by probability to
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Figure 2: Comparison of approaches for uncertain data management
prioritize the user’s attention. Most approaches for certain answer semantics and probabilistic query processing
are tailored for specific data models such as tuple-independent databases (TIP-DB) [32,100] where the existence
of each tuple is assumed to be independent of the others. However, such models may not be appropriate for some
sources of uncertainty, e.g., a TIP-DB requires an infinite number of tuples to represent an unknown value from
a continuous-valued attribute (one for each domain value).
Requirements for Practical Uncertainty Management. We argue
that for an uncertain data management approach to be applied in
practice, (i) its performance needs to be close to that of deterministic systems. At the same time we do want to (ii) retain as much of
the rigor and guarantees of incomplete and probabilistic databases as
possible. Furthermore, we need to (iii) avoid the pitfalls of certain answers which may exclude too much information by being overly zealous. Finally, the approach should (iv) support a large class of queries
including features like aggregation and negation and (v) should be
compatible with standard representations of uncertainty to support a
wide range of data sources.
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Figure 3: UA-DBs under- and overapproximate certain answers. The proposed AU-DBs additionally encode an
over-approximation of possible answers.

Prior Work by the PIs. Our proposal is based on an efficient uncertain data model: Uncertainty-Annotated Databases [39] (UA-DBs), which bridge classical and incomplete data
management. Rather than replacing classical data management, UA-DBs annotate existing data with uncertainty
labels and define a lightweight semantics for propagating these labels through queries.
Example 3 Continuing Example 2, the analyst now poses the query
SELECT DISTINCT Zip FROM survey WHERE Commute > INTERVAL ( ' 60 min ')

1
2

Zip
10003
14260

There are two possible answers: 14260 is a certain answer, as even though one surveyed individual from the
zip code has a NULL answer for commute time, at least one individual in the zip code satisfies the query’s
condition. Conversely 10003 is not certain. Its presence in the result depends on an unknown value (the duration
corresponding to the input value ‘90’). However, a typical import heuristic: “Treat unspecified units as minutes”
would still include 10003 in the query result. In a UA-DB, the outputs of such heuristics are included, but labeled
as uncertain, and those labels are propagated through queries, e.g., the red-highlighted row in the result table.
UA-DBs are a strict generalization of classical data management that clearly distinguishes between reliable (i.e.,
certain) and potentially unreliable (i.e., uncertain) data and results. As an added formal benefit, as shown in
Figure 3, UA-DBs sandwich certain answers between an under- and an over-approximation that is preserved
through queries. The PIs have already deployed these ideas into practice: UA-DBs serve as the foundation of
error management in the Vizier open source data-centric notebook system [22, 52], helping users to track data
errors through analysis workflows. As shown in Figure 2, UA-DBs [39] fulfill requirements (i), (ii), (iii), and (v)
for a practical approach towards uncertain data management [39]. However, they are only defined for positive
relational algebra. Furthermore, they track uncertainty at the granularity of rows, which can lead to a loss of
precision if, as is the case for Examples 1 and 2, only some attribute values of a row are uncertain.
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1.1

Proposal Goals

The proposed work explores techniques that satisfy all of the uncertainty management requirements listed
above. Based on this work we will build a framework called U4U (Uncertainty for You). Developing an approach
that fulfills all requirements is very challenging and requires novel contributions to both the theory and systems
aspects of uncertain data management. We subdivide the problem into three research thrusts focusing on: (I)
Expressivity, (II) Performance vs Accuracy, and (III) Implementation Challenges, respectively.
I: AU-DBs: Beyond Positive Relational Algebra by Bounding Attribute Values. We will explore extensions
of UA-DBs that allow us to cover a wider range of queries more precisely. (a) Attribute-level Ranges: We will
extend UA-DBs with attribute-level annotations encoding bounds on the values of an attribute across all possible
worlds, enabling more precise encoding of the attribute-level uncertainty inherent in many datasets. We refer
to this new model as attribute-annotated uncertain databases (AU-DBs). (b) Non-monotone Queries: AU-DBs
sandwich certain answers between an under- and an over-approximation, but under-approximations of certain
answers for non-monotone queries (e.g., aggregation and set difference) require over-approximations of possible
answers [53, 73]. These over-approximations will typically be very large. We propose to extend AU-DBs with
an over-approximation of possible answers as shown in Figure 3. With attribute-level annotations, a single tuple
can represent arbitrarily many incomplete tuples, admitting compact encodings of possible answers and flexible
trade-offs between accuracy and performance. (c) Certainty beyond Sets and Bags: We will design AU-DBs to
take advantage of the generality they inherit from the K-relations [50] they extend.
II: Flexible Trading of Performance for Accuracy. Thrust I treats requirement (i) as a hard constraint, focusing
on strategies that introduce only negligible overhead relative to classical deterministic query processing. In
Thrust II, we relax this requirement, relying on larger annotations that provide increased accuracy and/or detail.
Concretely, the goals of this thrust include: (a) Sketching for Multiset DBs: We draw a parallel to sketches [30],
datastructures for approximately summarizing large datasets. Specifically, we will sketch the annotations of a
tuple across all worlds and develop propagation rules for such sketches through queries. Preliminary estimates
show better asymptotic behavior for sketches than sampling on selective queries. (b) Initializing Sketches: Typical
applications of sketching assume that the input is worst-case (i.e., each datum must be visited). In contrast,
the annotations of tuples across all possible worlds are usually highly redundant, suggesting the possibility of
initializing the sketch in time poly-logarithmic in the number of possible worlds. To do so, we need to study k -wise
independent hash functions h for which we want to be able to compute the size of any of its preimages (i.e.
|h−1 (y)| for any y in the range of h) in sub-linear time. To the best of our knowledge, this problem has not been
studied so far and we propose to do so by using tools from algebraic geometry. (c) Sketching for Set DBs: We
expect to rely on linearity of expectation for sketching multiset databases. This property does not hold for set
databases, and we will need to explore alternative sketching techniques.
III: Implementing U4U. Thrusts I and II focus on a formal analysis of the complexity and accuracy of techniques
for uncertainty management. Thrust III addresses the challenges that arise while translating these concepts
into practice through a system called U4U (Uncertainty For You) that implements the results of the prior two
thrusts. Concretely, the goals of this thrust include: (a) Management of Uncertainty-Labeled Data: We will develop
adapters to translate from incomplete and probabilistic data models into AU-DBs. Furthermore, we propose to
develop data curation and cleaning operations that directly generate AU-DBs. (b) Query Rewriting for AU-DBs
and Sketches: Building on promising results with a prototype UA-DB [39], we will implement and evaluate AU-DBs
and sketches. For AU-DBs we will also study queries with aggregation and other non-monotone operators as well
as queries over other types of annotations (e.g., uncertain provenance). (c) A Specialized Database Engine for
U4U: To further improve query performance, we will design and implement a specialized AU-DB query processing
engine to exploit compact representations based on factorization and functional aggregate queries [61] (FAQ); as
well as to efficiently join and group data with uncertain values. We will also investigate optimizing the trade off
between more accurate (but slower) and more efficient (but less precise/accurate) execution strategies.
The Team. The PIs are uniquely qualified to conduct the proposed research. PI Glavic has extensive background
in annotated databases and provenance [8, 49, 69, 90] (including a best-of-ICDE invitation to TKDE [89]). PI
Kennedy has a background in probabilistic databases and uncertainty in general [59, 65, 79, 82, 105] (including a
best-of-SIGMOD invitation to TODS in 2017 [79]). PIs Glavic and Kennedy are actively collaborating on topics
relevant to this proposal [38, 42, 43, 82, 88, 98] and have long standing experience in developing systems in the
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domain of data cleaning [12, 13], curation, uncertainty [38, 59, 105], and provenance [8, 49]. PI Rudra has a
background in database theory and has studied formal aspects of annotated databases involving semirings [61,
62] (PODS 2016 [61] and PODS 2012 [84, 85] best paper awards) and compact representations of non-results in
joins and #-SAT formulas [35, 60].

2

Background and Related Work

Before presenting an overview of our UA-DB framework, we introduce necessary background and related
work on incomplete and probabilistic databases and the incomplete K-databases that we introduced in [39].

2.1

Possible Worlds Semantics

Incomplete databases (IDBs) model uncertainty and its impact on query results. An incomplete database D
is a set of deterministic database instances D1 , . . . , Dw called possible worlds. We write t ∈ D to denote that a
tuple t appears in a specific possible world D. Most approaches adopt the so called “possible worlds” semantics
for querying incomplete databases: The result of evaluating a deterministic query Q over an incomplete database
is the set of relation instances resulting from evaluating Q over each possible world individually using standard
deterministic query semantics: Q(D) = { Q(D) | D ∈ D }. A probabilistic database (PDB) is an incomplete
database paired with a probability distribution over the possible worlds. Decades of research [6,21,51,57,96,100]
have focused on algorithms for efficient query processing over IDBs and PDBs, introducing data models such as
V-tables [3], C-tables [57], and tuple-independent probabilistic databases [100] that more compactly represent a
set of possible worlds by factoring out commonalities.

2.2

Certain, Possible, and Selected-Guess Answers

The goal of query processing over incomplete databases is to differentiate query results that are certain from
ones that are merely possible. Formally, a tuple is certain if it appears in every possible world and possible if it
appears in at least one possible world [27, 57]:

certain(D) = { t | ∀D ∈ D : t ∈ D }
possible(D) = { t | ∃D ∈ D : t ∈ D }
In contrast to [57], which studies certain answers to queries, we find it useful to define certainty at the instance
level which is equivalent (the certain answers of a query Q over incomplete instance D are certain(Q(D))). For
simplicity we refer to the set of tuples that are certain in an instance as certain answers. Although computing
certain answers is coNP-hard [3] in general, there exist PTIME under-approximations [53, 73, 94] that allow false
negatives (some certain answers may be omitted from the query result) but guarantee that no false positives
(tuples that are not certain answers) are returned. The rationale behind this choice is that it is considered less
harmful to omit a certain answer than to claim that an uncertain answer is certain [54].
Selected-Guess Query Processing. As mentioned in the introduction, another approach commonly used in
practice is to select one distinguished possible world as canon and ignore ambiguity in the data afterwards.
Queries are evaluated solely in this world. We refer to this approach as selected-guess query processing
(SGQP) [105]. Going forward, we refer to the selected world as the selected-guess world DG . For example,
for PDBs one may select DG = argmaxD∈D P (D), i.e., the possible world with the highest probability, possibly
using approximation techniques if determining this world is computationally infeasible.

2.3

Incomplete K-relations

The UA-DB model that we extend in this proposal is based on incomplete K-relations [39], a generalization
of IDBs to K-relations [50]. K-relations annotate tuples with elements from a commutative semiring K. A
commutative semiring (K, +K , ·K , 0K , 1K ) over a domain K has binary operations +K and multiplication ·K
which obey certain set of equivalence laws, e.g., they are associative and commutative. Since K-relations are
functions from tuples to annotations, it is customary to denote the annotation of a tuple t in relation R as R(t)
(applying function R to input t).
Query Semantics. Positive relational algebra queries over K-relations compute query result annotations by
combining input tuple annotations using the semiring’s addition (+K , for union or projection) and multiplicadef
tion (·K , for join) operations. For example, (R ./ S)(t) = R(t) ·K S(t). Choosing the boolean semiring
B = ({T, F }, ∨, ∧, F, T ) as our annotation domain, K-relations model set semantics (i.e., a tuple annotated
with T exists). A tuple exists in a union if it exists in either input (∨), and in a join if it exists in both inputs
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(∧). Annotating data with elements from the semiring of natural numbers (N, +, ×, 0, 1)), K-relations model bag
semantics. Other semirings can be used to model, e.g., provenance or access control level.
Incomplete K-Relations. Like set-semantics incomplete databases, an incomplete K-databases D is a set of
possible worlds D = {D1 , . . . , Dn }. However, in incomplete K-databases, the relations of each possible world Di
are K-relations. Possible world query semantics remains unchanged, i.e., Q(D) = {Q(D) | D ∈ D}, and query
results are sets of K-relations. Incomplete K-relations can be trivially extended to probabilistic K-databases by
defining a distribution P : D 7→ [0, 1] over the possible worlds. Incomplete K-relations enjoy the same generality
properties as regular K-relations (e.g., they generalize set, bag semantics, and more).
Certain and Possible K-Annotations. While possible worlds semantics naturally extend to incomplete Kdatabases, the concept of certain answers has to be re-thought. In [39] we demonstrated that for l-semirings [63],
i.e., semirings that have well-defined greatest lower bound uK and least upper bound tK operations based on
a partial order K , we can define the certain annotation of a tuple as the greatest lower bound (GLB) of the
annotation of the tuple across all possible worlds. Analogously, the possible annotation is the least upper bound
(LUB) across all worlds.
As we demonstrated in [39], for set semantics (with order F < T ), the certain annotation of a tuple is exactly
the classical notion of certainty: A tuple is certain if it appears in all possible worlds and possible if it appears in at
least one possible world. For the bag semantics, certainty (possibility) is the minimum (maximum) multiplicity of
the tuple across all worlds. This definition coincides with the bag semantics definition from Guagliardo et. al. [53].
Formally, the certain (possible) annotation CERTK (D, t) (POSSK (D, t)) of a tuple t in incomplete K-database D
is defined as:
CERT K (D, t)

= uK ({ D(t) | D ∈ D })

POSS K (D, t)

= tK ({ D(t) | D ∈ D })

Example 4 The survey table from Figure 1 admits a range of repairs. The NULL value in row 3 can be replaced
by any value from the domain (F, M, O), while the unparseable values on rows 3 and 5 can be (reasonably)
interpreted as seconds, minutes, or hours. There are 27 possible repairs for these two columns. However the
query SELECT Gender FROM survey WHERE Zip <> 10003 returns only three possible N-databases:
D1 :

Gender
F
M
O

N
3
0
1

D2 :

Gender
F
M
O

N
2
1
1

D3 :

Gender
F
M
O

N
2
0
2

The certain multiplicity of the tuple (F ) is CERTN ({3, 2, 2}) = min(3, 2, 2) = 2. Similarly, for the tuple (M ) (only
present in possible world D2 ) we get CERTN ({0, 1, 0}) = 0, i.e., the tuple has certain multiplicity 0.
Just as in the set semantics case, we define incomplete K-databases as sets of possible worlds to achieve a
clean semantics. More compact representations are needed. For example, C-tables can be used to concisely
encode any incomplete B-database.

2.4

Uncertainty-Annotated Databases

In [39] we introduced UA-DBs as a generalization of
Uncertain Translate
selected-guess query processing for incomplete K-databases.
UA-DB Query
UA-DB
Data
As we already alluded to in the introduction, and as shown
in Figure 3, a UA-DB sandwiches the certain answers for a
Figure 4: Creating and Querying UA-DBs
K-database D between an under- and an over-approximation.
This is achieved by annotating each tuple with a pair of annotations from K that bound the certain annotation of
the tuple from above and below. The selected-guess world DG serves as the over-approximation. We refer to
the under-approximation L of certain answers as a labeling. Figure 4 shows how UA-DBs are used: an uncertain
data source is translated into a UA-DB that (i) encodes one of its possible worlds and (ii) under-approximates its
certain answers. The user can then run queries over this UA-DB to obtain a result encoded as a UA-DB, i.e.,
UA-DBs are closed under queries.
Translating Uncertain Data Into UA-DBs. In [39] we demonstrated how common incomplete and probabilistic
data models can be translated into UA-DBs. We call this process labeling and refer to strategies that implement
it as labeling schemes. Specifically, we presented labeling schemes for both the incomplete and probabilistic versions of TIP-DBs [100], C-tables [57], and x-DBs [103]. While this enables UA-DBs to be derived from
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existing incomplete data models, it is often possible to derive a UA-DB directly from inconsistent or dirty data
without going through an intermediate incomplete database representation first. For example, consistent query
answering [10, 16, 25, 34, 47] computes certain answers to queries wrt. to all repairs of a database that violates a
set of integrity constraints. However, in contrast to consistent query answering, UA-DBs are constructed from a
database directly, and are not specific to any given query.
Example 5 Continuing Example 4, we create a bag-semantics UA-DB (semiring N) by first choosing one distinguished possible world DG . For this example, we adopt the following heuristics: commute lengths without units
are considered to be hours and unknown genders are assumed to be female. We mark
tuples that vary across possible worlds as uncertain.
Zip
Gender
Commute
N2
AgeRange
1
18-24
10003
M
120 min
[1,1]
The UA-DB for Figure 1 follows. Tuples 1, 4, and 6 are
10003
M
5400 min
[0,1]
2
24-36
known to be certain and, thus, annotated with [1, 1] (1
10007
F
50 min
[0,1]
3
37-45
certain instance, 1 selected-guess instance). The re4
0-18
10007
F
40 min
[1,1]
5
NULL
14260
F
60 min
[0,1]
maining tuples are not guaranteed certain and anno14260
Other
70 min
[1,1]
6
0-18
tated [0, 1] (0 certain, 1 selected-guess).
Efficient Bound-Preserving Querying of UA-DBs. An important feature of UA-DBs that we have demonstrated
in [39] is that they are closed under a simple and efficient query semantics for positive relational algebra, and
that this query semantics preserves the bounds on certain answers encoded by the UA-DB. That is, if we evaluate a RA+ query Q over a UA-DB D that bounds the certain tuples for an incomplete database D, then the
result bounds the certain answers for Q over D. The query semantics we are referring to evaluates the query
independently over the two annotations of each tuple in the UA-DB using standard K-relational query semantics,
which are known to be efficient. Recall that CERTK (D, t) denotes the certain annotation of a tuple in an incomplete K-database D. Given a UA-DB D for D and query Q, let the annotation of a tuple t in Q(D) be [l, u], i.e.,
Q(D)(t) = [l, u]. Then,

l K

CERT K (Q(D), t)

K u

Example 6 Consider the query SELECT Gender FROM survey WHERE Commute >= INTERVAL('60 min') over the
UA-DB from Example 5. K-query semantics annotates each tuple in the result of a projection with the sum
of the annotations of all inputs projected onto it. Applying this semantics to each dimension of the UA-DB annotations individually, we get the result shown to the right. Gender female in the selected-guess world, but may may
not be in the result over all other possible worlds. Thus, its certain multiplicity is 0. Gender
Gender
N2
male appears twice in the selected-guess world. Here, the (approximated) result only guarM
[1,2]
antees one certain copy, even though both copies appear in all worlds. However, the result
F
[0,1]
still “sandwiches” the row’s certain multiplicity.

3

Thrust I - Extending UA-DBs

As explained in Section 2.4, UA-DBs [22, 39] combine a selected-guess world, i.e., a single distinguished
possible world, with an under-approximation of certain answers to bound certain answers from above and below.
Furthermore, we did extend certain and possible answers for incomplete databases to support many new semantics expressible as semiring-annotated relations, including bag semantics, various types of provenance, access
control, time [33], as well as other extensions of the relational model.
In the proposed work, we will significantly enhance UA-DBs by extending them with attribute-level uncertainty,
where attribute values are annotated with intervals to bound the values the attribute can take across all possible
worlds. This will enable more precise bounds on certain answers in many practical scenarios. For example,
without attribute-level uncertainty, missing value imputation must mark the entire tuple as uncertain. We will then
further extend this model to deal with non-monotone queries which necessitates capturing an over-approximation
of all possible answers. This over-approximation additionally provides the user with an overview of what possible
data could be missing from the selected-guess world.
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3.1

I-a: Bounding Values for Attribute-Level Uncertainty
To enable more precise encoding of uncertainty, we will extend the UA-DB model with attribute-level annotations, and
study how these annotations propagate through queries.

Like many existing models for incomplete and probabilistic databases, our preliminary work on UA-DBs tracks
uncertainty at the row-level. However, as repeated efforts have shown [7, 58, 59, 82, 96, 103], tracking uncertainty
at the attribute-level can lead to more concise and precise representations of uncertainty.
We propose to enhance the UA-DB model with attribute-level annotations that encode lower and upper bounds
on the values of attributes across all possible worlds. For attribute domains without a meaningful order, we can
use boolean markers (uncertain or not) instead. We call the resulting model attribute-annotated uncertain
databases (AU-DBs). Note that in contrast to models that allow variables as values, such as Codd-tables or Vtables in which a variable is a universal statement about the existence of worlds (the attribute takes every possible
value in at least one possible world), AU-DB annotations bound the value of the attribute across all worlds (in
every world the attribute’s value is within the provided bounds). In other words, AU-DBs are approximations,
enabling efficient query evaluation over this model, while preserving the bounds’ correctness. The concept of
over- and under-approximations of certain answers extends naturally to AU-DBs, but requires us to now reason
about the certainty of tuples that do not have the same values in every possible world. We use c[l,u] to denote
a value that is c in the SGW, annotated with a bound [l, u] and c∗ to denote a value that is marked as uncertain
using a boolean marker.
Example 7 Revisiting our running example from Figure 1, observe that the existence of all rows and most of their
attribute values are certain. In contrast to UA-DBs where only half of the rows are identified certain, in AU-DBs,
all tuples are marked certain and, four attribute values are marked uncertain: the missing Gender and AgeRange
values and the two unit-less Commute values. With simple heuristic assumptions (e.g., 1 ≤ Commute ≤ 240 or
0 ≤ Age ≤ 123), we can bound the uncertainty of missing values. Furthermore, age is only provided as coarsegrained ranges, but can be recast to a granularity of years by applying a heuristic to extract ages from rows,
e.g., by correlating this table with a distribution of population per gender and zip code. While these resulting age
values are uncertain we can bound their value across all possible worlds based on the original age ranges as
shown below.
AgeRange

Zip

Gender

3.2

N2

Commute

Note that above we could have chosen
1
21[18,24]
10003
M
120 min
coarser ranges for Commute and Age with2
30[24,36]
10003
M
90 min[1 min,240 min]
out affecting correctness. Intuitively, tighter
3
38[37,45]
10007
F∗
50 min
[0,18]
10007
F
40 min
4
16
bounds are more precise and thus preferable.
[1 min,60 min]
[0,123]
5
21
14260
F
60
min
We plan to formalize this concept into a mea[0,18]
4
16
14260
O
70 min
sure for how precisely an AU-DB represents
an incomplete database. For instance, this measure may take the form of a partial order that models
tuple with attribute-level annotations “dominates” another tuple with attribute-level annotations.

[1,1]
[1,1]
[1,1]
[1,1]
[1,1]
[1,1]

whether a

I-b: Non-Monotone Queries with Compact Encodings of Possible Answers
Bounding certain answers for non-monotone queries, e.g., aggregation or negation, is challenging since nonmonotonicity requires tracking of an over-approximation of all possible answers in order to compute an underapproximation of certain answers. We propose to extend AU-DB tuple-level annotations to record such an overapproximation compactly.

For an uncertainty management approach to be practically relevant, it needs to support common query
features such as aggregation and negation (difference). However, queries using these features may be nonmonotone. As observed in [54], to compute an under-approximation of certain answers for such queries, it is
necessary to maintain an over-approximation of possible answers. Simply enumerating all possible answers is
not an option since the number of possible answers can be enormous or even infinite, e.g., if the value of an
attribute with a continuous domain is unknown. As shown in Figure 3, we propose to further extend AU-DBs
with yet another tuple-level annotation that records an upper bound on the annotations of tuples represented by
the tuple across all worlds. Similar to m-tables [101], this enables us to use a single tuple in the representation
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to encode any number of possible tuples. We observe that for m-tables, which generalize C-tables (to represent incomplete databases of unbounded size), determining certainty and possibility is hard. In contrast, we will
emphasize performance and usability at the cost of providing only bounds on certain and possible answers.
We will investigate query semantics that preserve the bounds on certain and possible answers encoded by
AU-DBs. Compared to UA-DBs, AU-DBs enable more flexible trade-offs between precision and performance, by
allowing more compact, less precise representations that group multiple (similar) uncertain tuples into one; More
aggressive grouping leads to smaller representations and better performance, at the cost of less precise results.
We will explore multiple query semantics within this solution space and study their bounding properties. Aggregation over probabilistic and incomplete databases is notoriously difficult [4, 40, 68, 81, 93], e.g., just determining
whether a specific aggregation result is possible is NP-hard. Computing bounds on aggregated values is simpler,
e.g., the sum of the lower bounds is a lower bound on the sum. However, group-by is challenging, since tuples
with uncertain attribute values may belong to different groups in different possible worlds.
Example 8 The following query returns the highest age of short-range commuters by gender.
SELECT MAX ( Age ), Gender FROM survey WHERE Commute > INTERVAL ( '45 min ') GROUP BY Gender

On the AU-DB from Example 7 the resulting AU-DB shown below. Gender (resp., Commute) on the third (resp.,
fifth) input row is uncertain, so (i) the group may not be in the result, and (ii) the age bounds (e.g., the upper
bound of 45) for this row affect the male group, as it could possibly be grouped there as well.
In addition to bound-preserving query semantics, we will also investigate
Gender
N3
max(age)
[18,45]
30
M
[1,1,1]
how to translate existing representations of uncertain data into the AU-DB
F∗
[0,1,1]
38[0,123]
model to preserve one of the major advantages of the original UA-DB model
— its compatibility with many other models of uncertainty. For many models, it will be possible to trade between
size of the representation and accuracy.

3.3

I-c: Incomplete Databases and Certain Answers Beyond Sets and Bags
AU-DBs admit a natural extension of incomplete databases and certain answers beyond sets and bags. We will study
these these non-traditional cases.

Incomplete K-relations [39] generalize incomplete data and certain answers beyond sets and bags. This
opens up new use cases such as uncertain provenance, where we keep track of which parts of the provenance
of a data item are certain; or uncertain fine-grained access-control where a query result can be exposed to a user
if its certain confidentiality level is one that the user is allowed to see. We will study how the choice of semiring
affects the precision of our approximation of certain answers. Furthermore, we will investigate novel applications.
For instance, the aforementioned incomplete databases with access control annotations would enable a rigorous
treatment of access control over the inherently uncertain result of information extraction, data cleaning, or data
wrangling. For many semirings, the result of aggregate queries necessitates attribute values that are symbolic
expressions. These symbolic values can often not be resolved into concrete domain values [39, 40]. To encode
bounds on such relations as AU-DBs we need to allow for attribute bounds that are symbolic expressions. For
instance, an example of an aggregation result value in the provenance polynomial semiring is x1 2 ⊗ 3 ⊕sum
x2 ·N[X] x3 ⊗ 5 which intuitively means that the symbolic expression is the sum of 3 and 5 subject to semiring
polynomial expressions x21 and x2 ·N[X] x3 . This expression can be bound from below using, e.g., x1 ⊗ 3.

4

Thrust II - Sketching Incomplete and Probabilistic Databases

From an abstract view point, UA-DBs can be described as follows: we annotate tuples with measurements
taken over the space of possible worlds — for example the upper and lower bounds of a tuple’s annotations
across all worlds — and ensure that these annotations can be propagated through extensional query evaluation.
Through Thrust I, we focus on ensuring query performance competitive with deterministic databases by limiting
the number of annotations. In Thrust II, we relax this constraint by allowing larger annotations that can produce
more detailed, precise results. For example, a use case may require characterizing not only the range of possible
attribute values or row counts, but the distribution of values (e.g., via one or more statistical moments).
Concretely, we ask how adding more measurements to the tuple annotation can help us to obtain a more
precise view of a query’s output. One strategy would be to annotate tuples with more than one selected-guess
8

world. This mirrors a classical approach to computing statistical moments: sampling (e.g., as in MCDB [14, 58],
Pip [59], or MayBMS [6]). However, aside from specific exceptions (e.g., [14, 59]), sampling accuracy drops
rapidly as data becomes sparse (e.g., as a result of selective predicates).
In Thrust II we will investigate sketching [30] as an unexplored alternative to sampling from probabilistic
databases. Sketches are a family of data structures encoding approximate statistics about a dataset. Details
vary, but each sketch collects measures of a dataset that can be used to estimate properties of interest (e.g., topk or group-by counts). Generally, for one or more functions of interest (f ), a sketch defines efficiently computable
functions sketch, estimatef and a fold operation ⊕ such that for records ~v1 . . . ~vN :

estimatef (sketch(~v1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ sketch(~vN )) ≈ f (~v1 , . . . , ~vN )
Sketching has previously been explored in the context of probabilistic data [29], but with one important difference.
Our aim is not to sketch the data (which is often worst-case), as in classical applications of sketches, but rather to
annotate each tuple with a sketch of its possible annotations (which is structured) across all possible worlds. For
this to be practically relevant, we need to develop a query evaluation semantics for data annotated with sketches
(Goals II-a, II-c). We focus on bag-relational databases first (Goal I-a), developing sketches with additive and
multiplicative combiners that act, in expectation, as a semiring. We next explore how such sketches can be
efficiently constructed, taking advantage of structured probabilistic data encodings like TIP- or BI-DBs1 (Goal
II-b). Finally, we revisit evaluation semantics in the context of set-semantics databases (Goal II-c).

4.1

II-a: Sketches for N-annotated Databases
We will develop sketching techniques suitable for compactly encoding bag-annotations (i.e., N-annotations). The
resulting sketches will be suitable for approximating expectations and other statistical moments, and for generating
approximate samples.

Assume we have W possible worlds indexed as w ∈ [1, W ]. Let t be a tuple and ~vt denote the vector of its Nannotations across all possible worlds: ~vt [w] is the annotation of t in world w. For example, for a TIP-DB with N
rows there are W = 2N possible worlds, the possible worlds can be indexed by N bits [1, W ] = {0, 1}N , where
each of the N bits corresponds to an tuple in the input. Further, in ~vt the bits are set in the 2N −1 worlds where
the tuple t is present. Our approach will be based on the Count sketch [26], which, in our setting is defined by two
hash functions: a binning function h : [1, W ] → [1, B] for B buckets, and a sign function s : P
[1, W ] → { 1, −1 }.
In its simplest form, for our use-case, a sketch is a B -length vector S computed as S[j] = w:h(w)=j ~vt [w]s(w).
We emphasize a key difference from classical sketching in databases: We are binning by the hash of the position
of each vector element and not the element’s value. The insight behind the Count sketch is that, assuming s(w)
is pairwise independent, S[h(w)] · s(w) is an unbiased estimator for ~vt [w] (that is, the tuple annotation in world
w). This estimator has (extremely) high variance, which is reduced by taking the median of repeated independent
trials. The sketch is then an B × N matrix of B bins for N trials.
Our goal is to develop a variant of the Count sketch that behaves (at least in expectation) as a semiring,
allowing us to rely on K-relational query evaluation semantics. To accomplish this, we first need additive and
multiplicative combinators. This sketch naturally supports an additive combinator: pointwise addition. Adding
S1 = sketch(~v1 ) and S2 = sketch(~v2 ), we get S1 ⊕ S2 = sketch(~v1 + ~v2 ). Multiplicative combinators pose a
greater challenge. Naively applying pointwise product :


(S1 ◦ S2 )[j] = 


X



~v1 (w)s(w)~v2 (w)s(w) + 


X

~v1 (w)s(w)~v2 (w0 )s(w0 )

w6=w0 :h(w)=h(w0 )=j

w:h(w)=j

The right-hand side term contains s(w) · s(w0 ), which is zero in expectation if w 6= w0 , and thus does not bias the
estimate. However, on the left-hand side, the sign vector terms cancel out (i.e., s(w) · s(w) = 1), and the result is
no longer an unbiased estimator of possible annotations ~v1 ◦ ~v2 (w). The resulting matrix can be used to estimate
the sum (and thus average) of the annotation vector, further products bias even this.
1 Block-independent

databases [32, 100]
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We observe that both problems can be avoided by ensuring that sketches multiplied (resp., added) together
were constructed using distinct (resp., identical) sign vectors, thus, guaranteeing sketches to be unbiased estimators2 . A central challenge will be to frame the resulting structure as a semiring.
Our preliminary exploration of this approach
is promising, suggesting that sketches can achieve a fixed ab√
solute -error with memory scaling as O( W ) (as opposed to O(W ) for sampling). This makes sketches compelling for queries with highly selective predicates or data where each tuple has many alternatives, because for
such sparse data many samples are required to achieve appropriate accuracy.

4.2

II-b: Initializing the sketches
We will develop way of initializing the sketches in sub-linear time while exploiting the structure in the annotation vector.
This leads us to a fundamental and natural problem about hash functions that surprisingly seems to not have been
studied before. This problem has some deep connections to algebraic geometry.

Using sketches to summarize vectors (e.g. computing their norms or computing the inner product of two
vectors) has been studied for a long time now [30], and is somewhat similar to our situation. However, there is
a big difference between existing streaming work and our proposed work. As we have already mentioned, in
most existing work the vector ~v is an arbitrary vector while in our case it is very structured. In the case of an
arbitrary vector ~v , an algorithm has to scan the vector at least once (and indeed in streaming algorithms exactly
once). However, an algorithm that runs in time linear in the length of the vector will be linear in the number of
possible worlds, which is prohibitively expensive for us. Ideally, we would like algorithms that run in time polylogarithmic in the number of possible worlds. It turns out that the sketches are already of this size and indeed
if we are able to initialize these sketches in poly-logarithmic time, then the rest of the operations (which involve
combining various sketches) will also have a similar runtime bounds. This leads to the main theoretical question
of this section: How to exploit the inherent structure of the annotation vectors to initialize their sketches in polylogarithmic (in the number of possible worlds) time. We note that for streaming use cases where vectors have
a succinct description (instead of being worst-case), e.g. work on compressed sensing deals with sparse (and
other structured) signals [36, 48], initializing the sketch has been shown to still take at least linear time.
To illustrate the technical richness of this question let us consider the following simple version of the initialization problem where the vector of annotations is binary (i.e., has values 0 or 1). In this case we have hash
functions h : [1, W ] → [1, B] and s : [1, W
P] → {−1, 1} and for every 1 ≤ j ≤ B , we want to efficiently compute
the bias of the Hadamard product ~v ◦ ~s: w∈[1,W ]:h(w)=j ~v (w) · s(w)

= |{w : h(w) = j, s(w) = 1} ∩ {w : ~v (w) = 1}| − |{w : h(w) = j, s(w) = −1} ∩ {w : ~v (w) = 1}|

(1)

Even in the simplified case where the hash function h maps all worlds to j , we still have to compute the bias
of the hash function s. Furthermore, it turns out that to make the error analysis go through, we need s to be
k -wise independent (for k ≥ 2). Our application domain is frequently structured. Thus, we have to solve the
following problem: Given a k -wise hash function family that maps w to {−1, 1} can we compute the bias of any
given specific hash function from this family in time poly-logarithmic in W = 2N ? Note that usually, we would like
the evaluation of a k -wise independent hash function to run in a similar time. We are now asking if we can also
“invert" such hash functions quickly. To the best of our knowledge, this natural inversion question about limited
independence hash function families has not been studied before.
We have some preliminary observations on the above problem. First, we can pick the family of hash functions:
so for k -wise independent hash functions, we studied the well-known family of hash functions defined by the so
called binary dual BCH codes [75]. It turns out that via Hilbert’s Theorem 90, this reduces to a question about
counting the number of solutions to certain algebraic curves over finite fields with characteristic 2. Somewhat
amazingly, this latter problem is already solved [67]. However, there are still many questions that need to be
answered. The algorithm mentioned above uses very highly sophisticated algebraic geometry tools, which we
not quite understand that well. One of our goals is to instead design simpler algorithms that can be implemented
in our framework. It turns out we can solve this problem with a simple linear-time dynamic program for k ≤ 7.
However, designing simple implementable algorithm for larger (but still constant) values of k is a challenging task.
2 The

sign vector used to “construct” the product of two sketches is the pointwise (Hadamard) product of their sign vectors.
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A further generalization of the problem above is to consider a “weighted" version of the problem. In particular,
one can think of computation in (1) as computing Ew [v(w)s(w)], where w ∈ [1, W ] is chosen uniformly
at random.
P
In probabilistic databases where a distribution is given over w, we would like to compute instead w v(w)s(w)pw
with world w being assigned probability pw . Note that (1) corresponds to the case of pw = 2−N for every w. We
do not know if the algebraic geometry result can be adapted to work for this general case. We propose to tackle
this challenge as part of our project.

4.3

II-c: Sketching Non-Linear Domains
We will develop sketching techniques suitable for compactly encoding set- (i.e., B-) and other K-annotations. The
resulting sketches will then be used to approximate expectations and other statistical moments, and for generating
approximate samples.

The additive combinator for the count sketch relies on linearity of expectation. The Boolean semiring used to
model set semantics is non-linear, and thus requires a different approach. As before, we plan to design a sketch
with additive and multiplicative combinators which can handle idempotent addition and multiplication. A natural
adaptation of our earlier approach is to base set-relational sketches on the Count Min sketch [28], which omits
the sign vector from sketch construction. The resulting sketches are no longer unbiased estimates of individual
values, but can be used as upper bounds on those values, for example as a way to efficiently approximate topk -by-count queries. The Count Min sketch also naturally generalizes the bounding techniques we explore in
Thrust I, albeit providing a more detailed description of the space of possible worlds. Additive and multiplicative
combinators are already well defined for Count Min, so the primary challenge will be to estimate the variance
of the resulting estimates, and to select optimal parameters (i.e., B and N ). We will also explore the use of
(sub-linear time) group testing [86] that is specifically developed to recover sparse vectors from measurements
over the Boolean semi-ring. We have done work on computing functions over (non-necessarily sparse) vectors in
this setup that would be a useful starting point in extending our results from Thrusts II-a and II-b to the Boolean
semiring case [15]. We note that this sketch will work best on sparse inputs — tuples that are present in few
worlds; We will also explore how to account for tuples that are present in more worlds.

5

Thrust III - U4U Design and Implementation

Module

5.1

Metadata
Repository

Import

Module

Thrust III addresses the challenge of translating the
Uncertain
CLI
Library API
U4U
Data Sources
principles developed in Thrusts I and II into practice
through a prototype AU-DB called U4U (Uncertainty for
Query Parser and Optimizer
You). Figure 5 shows an overview of the proposed system. Data from uncertain sources is loaded using an
Relational Encoder/
Query
Decoder
Translator
import module based on the source’s format (Goal IIIa). During import the data is translated into an AU-DB
Database Backend
and/or sketch-annotated database and encoded as reUA-DB Query Extensions
lational data in a database backend. U4U also will maintain metadata like the fraction of certain tuples per table,
Figure 5: U4U — Overview
e.g., to facilitate query optimization. Queries are executed on the database backend (Goal III-b), eventually using specific extensions like specialized join or grouping
operators (Goal III-c) integrated into the backend. The Vizier notebook system [22,52], being developed in a separate project, already relies on UA-DB techniques for uncertainty tracking in data curation and analysis workflows,
and stands to directly benefit from U4U.

III-a: Management of Uncertainty Data
We will develop import modules for creating AU-DBs and sketches.

Our first goal explores techniques for creating uncertainty-annoted data.
Import Modules for Incomplete and Probabilistic Data. Numerous compact representations exist for incomplete [57], probabilistic [51,100], and fuzzy [20,106] data. We will implement import modules for AU-DBs, extending our prior work on UA-DBs [39] and from Goal II-b, to translate TIP-DBs, x-DBs, and C-tables into AU-DBs or
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sketch-annotated databases. For instance, in [39] we translated a TIP-DB into a UA-DB by deriving a selectedguess world from all tuples with p > 0.5, and marking all tuples with p = 1 as certain. AU-DBs specifically pose
another challenge: encoding possible tuples (e.g., for over-approximating possible answers). Creating import
modules will require trading off between space/performance and precision. For maximal precision, every distinct
possible tuple maps to separate rows in the encoding (as MayBMS [6]). For maximal performance, attributerange annotations encode all possible tuples as a single row in the encoding (similarly to how in m-Tables [101]
one tuple can encode multiple tuples). The “best” encoding likely lies between these extremes.
Import Modules for Curation and Cleaning. The result of data curation and cleaning operations [22, 105] is
often uncertain because of the difficulty of distinguishing errors from legitimate data [1, 55, 76, 92, 102]. Even
when errors are known with certainty, typically we lack sufficient information to decide how to correctly repair
them [46, 95]. Most cleaning and curation systems, with notable exceptions in Lenses [22, 105] and Beskales
et al. [17–19], do not directly expose this uncertainty. We will extend Lenses with support for AU-DBs and
sketch annotations. For constraint-based data cleaning, a promising starting point is to extend (approximate)
consistent query answering techniques [16,25,34,47] (i.e., computing answers consistent with all possible repairs
of constraint violations) to produce AU-DBs. As above, a key challenge will be constructing over-approximations.

5.2

III-b: Rewrite-based Query Processing Over UA-DBs and Sketches
We will develop rewrite-based techniques for processing queries over sketches and queries with aggregation and other
non-monotone operators over AU-DBs, ensuring that these queries run efficiently on existing relational databases.

In [39] (drawing on prior work [82,105]), we developed query rewriting middleware implementing a bag semantics UA-DB with tuple-level uncertainty over a classical relational database. As the first stage of realizing U4U,
we will extend this middleware with support for: (1) attribute-level uncertainty and over-estimations of possible
answers, (2) aggregation and other non-monotone operations, and (3) sketches.
Efficiently Supporting Attribute-Level Uncertainty. We will translate the theory developed in goal I-c into
practice by realizing it within U4U. For example, a naive implementation of AU-DB attribute bounds would be to
−
↓
extend an existing uncertain relation R(a1 , . . . , aN ) with 2N + 3 attributes a+
i and ai (attribute bounds), and n ,
d
↑
n , n (tuple multiplicity and bounds). We will identify, implement, and evaluate more efficient bounds encodings.
For example, attributes that are always certain do not need bounds. Alternatively, bounds (e.g., 150[140,160] ) might
be encoded in fewer bytes as deltas (e.g., [150, −10, 10]).
To control the size of the possible answer over-approximations encoded by an AU-DB, we may have to compact intermediate results, replacing multiple tuples with a single tuple whose attribute-level bounds contain all
replaced tuples; This reduces size and improves performance, at the cost of reduced precision.
Supporting Aggregation. Aggregate and other non-monotone queries introduce an additional layer of complexity. For example, consider the query: SELECT SUM(Commute) AS total FROM survey. If Commute is non-negative,
then the sum can be bound from below by summing up the products between the lower bound of Commute values
(Commute− ) with the under-approximation of their multiplicity (n↓ ):
SELECT SUM ( Commute * nd ) AS total , SUM ( Commute − * n↓ ) AS total − ,
SUM ( Commute + * n↑ ) AS total + , 1 AS n↓ , 1 AS nd , 1 AS n↑ FROM survey

For summation over an attribute with negative values, the logic is slightly more complex, but tractable. The
same approach generalizes to other decomposable functions, e.g., min, max, and count. Propagating bounds
is harder for group-by queries, where result tuples may no longer be certain (e.g., if all tuples in a group are
uncertain), and group membership now plays a role in the certainty and bounds for aggregate values (e.g., if
grouping attributes are uncertain). We will initially explore two solutions. First, we will consider tracking simple
schema-level properties like whether a best-guess relation is “complete” (i.e., whether it consists of exactly the
possible tuples of the relation), or complete for specific groups. Second, we will consider evaluating aggregates
in multiple passes — If most input data is certain, then it may be more efficient to partition the input into uncertain
and certain fragments and independently process each.

5.3

III-c: Database Engine Specializations for AU-DBs and sketches
We will identify, realize, and evaluate new data-structures, algorithms, and optimization techniques to improve the
performance of query processing over AU-DBs and sketches.
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The third goal of this thrust focuses on architectural changes for the backend database: new algorithms, data
structures, and optimization techniques that improve performance and utility on uncertain queries.
Specialized Join and Group-By Operators. To preserve an over-approximation of possible answers when
evaluating join operations over AU-DBs, we need to join tuples if their attribute bounds overlap. This is essentially
a spatial join where each tuple represents a box in a multidimensional space. Spatial [11, 23, 24, 77, 78] and
temporal join techniques [45, 91] could prove to be effective. In contrast to spatial data, for AU-DBs, often many
values are certain (points instead of boxes), which can be exploited to design join algorithms that are hybrids
between regular and spatial joins. Group-by operators pose similar challenges [74].
T ETRIS for Over-Approximating Possible Answers. One approach to managing possible, but not selectedguess answers is to use dual queries [53] to identify tuples that are certainly not in the result. This approach
produces large intermediate results; often most of the active domain [71]. The T ETRIS join algorithm [35, 60]
avoids large intermediate states by incrementally ruling out progressively larger regions of the space of output
tuples, and may serve as a basis for efficient “any-size” bounding of dual query results.
Incremental Refinement of Uncertainty Representations. The larger annotations of Thrust II result in larger
overhead for query processing. This overhead is unnecessary when tuples/attributes are mostly certain. We will
explore the use of UA-DBs and AU-DBs as a pre-filtering mechanism for more heavyweight, precise techniques
like sketch annotations. Only results labeled as uncertain and or possible require heavyweight probabilistic query
processing for e.g., exact certainty, probabilities, expectations, and other measures.

6

Intellectual Merit

The proposed research generalizes incomplete databases, probabilistic databases, and certain answers beyond set semantics. Importantly, we develop methods for efficient approximation of uncertainty with strong theoretical guarantees. In addition to practical applications like bag semantics (SQL), access control under incompleteness, and incomplete provenance, this also will open up new research opportunities for studying the behavior of new probabilistic data models including UA-DBs, AU-DBs, and sketch-annotated databases. The proposed
work will lay down a solid formal foundation for future research by investigating approximation of certain answers
for large classes of queries, diverse annotation domains, and attribute-level uncertainty. All of the expected results are also interesting research contributions in their own right. The inherent low complexity of query evaluation
for AU-DBs and their backward compatibility with selected-guess query processing makes it easy to employ them
in a wide range of use cases that were, until now, limited to selected-guess query processing only. Applications
currently relying on selected-guess query processing can now benefit from the additional trust provided by (an
under-approximation of) certain answers, without the performance penalty or the risk that useful answers might
be omitted. Furthermore, applications that already rely on existing incomplete or probabilistic data models can
benefit directly from AU-DBs thanks to our proposed adapters. The algorithms and methods developed in the
second research thrust and their implementation in U4U will provide a pathway to making incomplete databases
more practical, while laying the groundwork for future research in pragmatic uncertainty management.

7

Broader Impacts

The state of the art in uncertainty management is what we call selected-guess query processing (SGQP): A
human or ingest process selects one possible world and proceeds with analyses as if that world was fact. In other
words, uncertainty is resolved up-front in an ad hoc manner and then ignored afterwards. As we showed in [105]
this model is applied in ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) pipelines. For instance, when imputing missing values
as part of an ETL workflow, NULL values in a column are often arbitrarily replaced (with a classifier), or simply
removed (Figure 1). Most data curation and cleaning operations admit multiple alternative repairs, and although
repairs are chosen heuristically, they are still inherently uncertain — even if standard practice is presently to
discard this uncertainty. AU-DBs have the potential for great practical impact since they combine the practicality
and performance of SGQP with the rigor of certain answers. In fact the version of UA-DBs as described in [39]
has been successfully implemented in the Vizier [22, 52] data-centric notebook system to track uncertainty in
data curation and exploration workflows. Our proposed techniques can significantly improve many real world use
cases, where decisions based on uncertain data can result in severe negative impacts. In addition to the potential
of the proposed research itself, this grant will support three Ph.D. students and one postdoctoral researcher.
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Integration of Research and Education. All PIs are dedicated to integrate research into education. Beyond the
involvement of undergraduate and master students though summer internships, research projects, and master
theses, we will incorporate uncertainty and AU-DBs into related classes at SUNY Buffalo and IIT. For instance,
PI Glavic is teaching a graduate-level course on data integration, cleaning, and provenance. A module covering
incomplete databases will be integrated into this course. Similarly, PI Kennedy teaches a graduate-level course
that uses research-inspired projects to teach databases and programming languages concepts to students. To
date, four projects have involved probabilistic or incomplete databases. Because of the severe real world impact that uncertainty can have when not handled properly, we believe that awareness of how uncertainty can
affect analysis results should be a core part of early data science curricula. The PIs will incorporate this topic
into graduate and undergraduate database and data science courses, demonstrating by example the impact of
uncertainty on the trustworthiness of query results.
Dissemination of Research Results. Results will be published in top-tier database conferences such as SIGMOD, VLDB, PODS, ICDE, ICDT, and EDBT. The PIs will maintain a webpage for the project to keep track of
U4U users and inform them about new releases and features.
Minority and Undergraduate Involvement. We are committed to recruiting and mentoring minorities. The PIs
have been involved in efforts to foster minority involvement and we will use this proposal to further these efforts.
A detailed description can be found in our Broadening participation in computation plan.
Technology Transfer and Software Tools. Our team has an strong record of translating research results into
practice. The software we will develop (i.e., the U4U system) will be thoroughly documented and released as open
source. Furthermore, AU-DB techniques and the sketching methods developed in this proposal will additionally
be integrated into our Vizier system [22, 52]. As such they will aid a wide range of users in a fully fledged and
easy-to-use environment for data curation, exploration, and analysis. Value-added open data derived by our
methods will also be made available under creative commons licenses where permitted.

8

Evaluation Plan

We define the following success metrics for this work: (i) query processing over AU-DBs has a small overhead
compared to deterministic (selected-guess) query processing; (ii) the approximation accuracy of certain answers
provided by AU-DBs is high for many real world use cases; (iii) attribute-level uncertainty encoded as bounds
on attribute values increases the accuracy of approximations encoded by AU-DBs compared to UA-DBs at a
low additional performance penalty; (iv) at comparable space usage, sketch-annotated databases achieve higher
accuracy than sampling-based approaches when computing common statistical moments; (v) the concise representations of possible answers we use to deal with non-monotone queries such as negation and aggregation
allows the efficient and correct (the output is an approximations of certain answers) evaluation of such queries
over AU-DBs.
We will evaluate the performance and accuracy of our implementation of U4U over a wide range of real world
datasets and synthetic benchmarks from the literature (e.g., PDBench [5]). Furthermore, we will integrate U4U
as the new uncertainty tracking backend for our Vizier [22, 52] data-centric notebook platform. Vizier features
automated error detection and repair methods called Lenses [105] which already expose the uncertainty in input
data (by detecting errors) or output of a curation or cleaning step (where it is unclear which repair is correct)
as UA-DBs. We will extend Lenses for AU-DBs and sketch annotations. This is similar in spirit to [18], but
we use lighter-weight annotations instead of a full probabilistic database. Integration with Vizier, permits us
to evaluate our techniques over a plethora of publicly available (messy) open government datasets and realworld data curation and analysis workflows that were created using Vizier. We will experimentally compare the
performance and approximation accuracy of each uncertainty-annotation strategy against (i) other methods for
approximating certain answers, (ii) exact methods for computing certain answers, and (iii) selected-guess query
processing. Furthermore, we will compare UA-DBs with only tuple-level uncertainty with the novel attributebound AU-DBs encoding we propose in this work. Finally, we will compare certain answer techniques for nonmonotone queries with our approach for maintaining a compact representation of possible answers to deal with
non-monotonicity. In addition, the integration with the user-friendly Vizier environment enables us to evaluate the
usability of user-facing representations of AU-DBs through interactions with domain experts.
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Project Management and Timeline

The PIs will coordinate work on the project through joint bi-weekly online meetings with the students from
both sites. A yearly in-person meeting will be held alternating between University at Buffalo and IIT (travel funds
are requested as part of the budget). These day-long meetings will include progress reports, presentations by
students, and a strategic planning session by the PIs. In addition to the funded Ph.D. students and PostDocs,
the PIs will also involve students at all levels in projects related to the proposed research. The yearly meetings
will also serve as a platform for these students to meet in person, present their research results, and to identify
new opportunities for deeper collaboration. The PIs have successfully collaborated in the past, and this ongoing
collaboration led to the development of some of the preliminary work for this proposal. Further project management details can be found in the collaboration plan. The time table below shows the 4 year plan for the proposed
research.
Year

Trust I - AU-DBs

Thrust II - Sketches

Thrust III - U4U System

•I-a - extend UA-DB model for attribute-level uncertainty
•I-b - extend UA-DBs to over-approximate possible answers

•II-a - investigate sketches for N-databases
•II-b - investigate efficiently invertible hash-functions

•III-a - AU-DB import modules for incomplete and probabilistic data
•III-b - develop AU-DBs query rewrites for sets and bags

2

•I-a - develop metric for approximation tightness
•I-b - study aggregation queries over AU-DBs
•I-c - investigate applications beyond sets and bags

•II-a - study N sketch approximation guarantees
•II-b - study sub-linear sketching algorithms for TIP-DBs

•III-a - import modules for basic cleaning and error detection methods
•III-b - extend UA-DB rewrites for aggregation
•III-c - develop specialized join operators

3

•I-a - investigate AU-DB approximation guarantees
•I-b - study queries with set difference over AU-DBs
•I-c - study UA-DB approximation guarantees for other semirings

•II-a - investigate probability estimation based on sketches
•II-b - study sketch generation beyond TIP-DBs
•II-c - study sketches for B (sets)

•III-a - extend import to support additional cleaning methods
•III-b - extend rewrites for set difference
•III-b - develop query rewrites for sketches
•III-c - adapt T ETRIS [60] to over-approximate possible answers

4

•I-a/b - study efficiency vs. accuracy trade-off
•I-c - extend attribute-level bounds to semi-module expressions

1
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•II-a/b - study interplay between sketch initialization and querying
•II-c - study sketches for other K annotations

•III-b - study rewrites for compact representations of attribute bounds
•III-c - online refinement for probabilistic/incomplete DBs

Prior NSF Results

PI Glavic. Dr. Glavic is funded through NSF grant ACI-1640864 as a subrecipient. Project Title: CIF21 DIBBs:
EI: Vizier, Streamlined Data curation; Award Amount: $2.73 million; and Period of Performance: 10/03/2016 12/31/2019. Intellectual Merit: The goal of this work is to built Vizier, a next generation data curation system that
will make it easier and faster to explore and analyze raw data. The work significantly improves the way how data
science is conducted, making data curation easier, simpler, more transparent, more reliable, more exploratory,
and more efficient. This work has lead to several publications in conferences, journals, and workshops [8, 9,
22, 39, 70, 71, 80, 89, 98]. Broader Impact: The Vizier system will be deployed by stakeholders from industry,
government, and academia who will ensure sustainability. Thus, the research will have a long term transformative
effect on how data science is conducted by a wide range of users. This grant is funding two Ph.D. students and
one undergraduate student through a REU. Dr. Glavic is supervising 8 Ph.D. students (one minority female) and
1 undergraduate student.
PI Kennedy. PI Kennedy is funded through NSF grant ACI-1640864. Project Title: CIF21 DIBBs: EI: Vizier,
Streamlined Data curation; Award Amount: $2.73 million; and Period of Performance: 10/03/2016 - 12/31/2019.
Intellectual Merit: PI Kennedy’s work for this award has explored techniques for managing messy and incomplete
data [22, 38, 79, 97, 99, 104], inter-modal provenance [44, 87], and interfaces for the above [64–66], through a
practical system called Vizier. Broader Impact: The Vizier system [52] facilitates collaborative reproducible
research between participants of varying skill levels. This grant is funding one Ph.D. student, one developer, and
has funded one undergraduate student through an REU. Dr. Kennedy is presently supervising 5 Ph.D. students
(2 female).
PI Rudra. Rudra was funded through NSF grant CCF-1319402. Project Title: AF:III:Small:Collaborative Research: New Frontiers in Join Algorithms: Optimality, Noise, and Richer Languages; Amount: $326,101; and
Period of Performance: 09/01/2013 - 08/31/2017. The main results of this grant in Intellectual Merit are as
follows: (i) the first beyond-worst-case results for the general join query in [83], (ii) a resolution-based framework
for designing join algorithms that recovers most of known (worst-case and beyond worst-case) results as well as
new results on computing joins [60]; (iii) extending the join results to a more general framework [61], which won
the PODS 2016 best paper award. With respect to Broader Impacts, this grant partially supported two Ph.D.
students at Buffalo, Mahmoud Abo Khamis and Jimmy Dobler. The grant also supported a general database
audience survey on the developments in worst-case optimal join algorithms [85]. PI Rudra is currently funded
through NSF CCF-1763481 and CCF-1717134 but they are not as closely related to this proposal as the above
award.
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